
 
 

 

 

FAIR AND DESIGN: HERE COMES THE TRUFFLE STAND BY FABIO 
NOVEMBRE 

After“Pepita”, the truffle-slicers “Alba” and “Xfetta”, the gloves “Trace” and the truffle brushes 
“Giacomo”, a new item created by the Milanese designer will enhance the Alba Truffle Kit  

 
Also this year, the International Alba White Truffle Fair has selected an artist to design a product dedicated to 
those who want excellence to be able to fully enjoy a specimen of Tuber Magnatum Pico. The new and 
unmissable product that will enrich the Alba White Truffle Kit is the stand designed by renowned architect and 
designer Fabio Novembre with his Studio.  
 
The concept behind the project recalls a thought that is as simple as it is powerful: the indissoluble relationship 
between the City of Alba and the White Truffle. Therefore, the stand wants to celebrate this relationship by 
taking direct inspiration from the town' s history and, in particular, from the plan of its historic centre. The design 
is thus inspired by the visitable Roman ruins of Alba Sotterranea, creating a parallelism with the truffle - which 
also grows underground - by celebrating the origin of the product and its source. The "plate stand" reproduces 
the octagonal shape of the Roman plan of Alba Pompeia. While the base and stem represent the underground 
origin of the product, through an organic shape whose cross-section matches the plan of the city centre, as well 
as recalling the truffle shape. 
“The project is inspired by the Roman ruins of Alba Sotterranea, creating a parallelism with the truffle, which 
grows underground, celebrating both its history and humus”, stated Fabio Novembre.  
 
After "Pepita" designed by Maison Raynaud, the truffle slicers "Alba",designed by Ben van Berkel for Alessi, and 
"Xfetta" created by Davide Oldani, the gloves "Trace" designed by Patricia Urquiola, and the truffle brushes 
"Giacomo" designed by Gufram, the new truffle stand joins the Alba White Truffle collection.  
 
The truffle stand was made thanks to the cooperation with the Cooperativa Sociale Eta Beta in Bologna, which 
through the "Servito" project has put ingenuity, design and professionalism at the service of social responsibility 
and environmental sustainability. With over twenty years of experience, Servito operates thanks to the 
commitment of so-called "disadvantaged" social groups, by recovering and reusing for its creations the 
processed materials in respect of environmental and social sustainability, the main themes of the Fair's new 
vision. 
 
All items that are part of the Truffle Kit can be purchased directly at the Fair, at Sala Beppe Fenoglio in the Cortile 
della Maddalena. 

 

 

FURTHER INFO 

Ente Fiera Internazionale del Tartufo Bianco d’Alba  

Piazza Medford, 3 - 12051, Alba Tel. +39 0173 361051 - info@fieradeltartufo.org - www.fieradeltartufo.org 

 
       @tartufobiancoalba         @tartufobiancoalba       @AlbaTruffle 

                  https://www.youtube.com/user/Tartufobiancodalba 

The official hashtag of the event is #albatruffle 
 

Ufficio Stampa Fiera Internazionale del Tartufo Bianco d’Alba 
Pietro Ramunno | ufficiostampa@fieradeltartufo.org | +39 3395943085  

 
Efficere 

Federico Amato | federico.amato@efficere.it | +39 3485261626 
Alessandra Ferraris | alessandra.ferraris@efficere.it | +39 3479186800 
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